A philosopher named Mencius once remarked,
“To act without clear understanding, to form
habits without investigation, to travel a path all
one's life without knowing where it really leads;
such is the behavior of the multitude.” Most
people don't ask questions and so are easily
deceived. Are you one of the unthinking
“multitude?” Here are some pertinent questions
concerning COVID-19. See if you can find the
answers. For more info: https://pandemic.news/

 Hospitals are incentivized to register a
patient as COVID-19 to receive a $13,297
Medicare reimbursement; additionally, they
receive $40,218 for putting a patient on a
ventilator. Do you see a “MONEY MOTIVE”
conflict of interest in this “rewards program”?
Is it possible that hospitals would say a
person has COVID-19 when he/she doesn't,
thereby resulting in a FRAUDULENT total
COVID-19 cases & deaths?
 Medicare reimbursement for COVID-19 tests
will be $36 for EVERY CDC test and $51 for
ALL those created in house or by other
entities. Follow the money. Who benefits
from all these tests being marketed by
corporate media and sold? And what are they
testing for? No legitimate test for COVID yet.
 Koch's postulates are four criteria designed
to establish a causative relationship between
a microbe and a disease. No top medical
research paper (Zhou, Kim, Poutanen,
Drosten, Ksiazek, Peiris) has met Koch's
criteria. NOT ONE! This alone places
COVID-19 as the cause of a pandemic
WITHOUT SCIENTIFIC MEDICAL PROOF.
Why do you think this might be?
 These major research papers indicate that
COVID-19 has never been ISOLATED,
PURIFIED or VISUALIZED. How then, can
anyone say who does or doesn't have the
alleged COVID-19 virus?
 Because COVID-19 has not been ISOLATED,
PURIFIED OR VISUALIZED what's the point of
taking a reverse transcription polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR) test, or an antibody test?
For more info: https://questioningcovid.com/

 The RT-PCR test can't look for a virus that's
never been ISOLATED. It can only look for
something that is associated with what
people consider "viral activity." Why isn't
Mainstream Media reporting on this?
 Medical professionals as well as corporate
media admit that the RT-PCR test is HIGHLY
INACCURATE, even apart from the fact that
the virus hasn't been visualized. Does that
sound like a test you still want to take? Who
benefits from the creation of all these tests?
Could harm come to you if you take such a
test?
 According to the CDC, regular seasonal
influenza afflicts, hospitalizes and kills FAR
MORE people than COVID-19. Why, then,
would we shut everything down when we
deal with MUCH WORSE every year?
 Consider Chicago Health Official Dr. Ngozi
Ezike's statement: “If you were in hospice
and had already been given a few weeks to
live, and then you also were found to have
COVID-19, that would be counted as a
COVID-19 death. It means technically even if
you died of a clear alternate cause, but you
had COVID-19 at the same time, it's still
listed as a COVID-19 death. So, everyone
who's listed as a COVID-19 death doesn't
mean that that was the cause of the death,
but that they had COVID-19 at the time of the
death.”
 Forced closures are destroying lives, leading
large numbers of people to bankruptcy and
homelessness. The “stimulus” will devalue
our dollar and lead us into hyper-inflation and
a cashless society. If we let that happen,
America, ‘LAND OF THE FREE’ is finished!
 Dr. Russell Blaylock (search) warns that not only
do face masks fail to protect the healthy from
getting sick, but they also create serious health
risks to the wearer. By wearing a mask, the
exhaled viruses will not be able to escape and will
concentrate in the nasal passages, enter the
olfactory nerves and travel into the brain. The
bottom line is: if you are not sick should you wear
a face mask – and be restricted to your home?
Where is the basis in law for this?

